companion articles 2,3 makes a compelling point-predictive models could well benefit from more rigorous and standardized validation. But at second read, a distinct insight emerges.
Would you care whether a financial advisor is able to accurately predict market gains to within some statistically defined interval of certainty? It certainly would be appealing, but you would likely choose a financial advisor based on whether her predictions were sufficiently more accurate than yours (or her competition) to result in greater financial return over a designated time interval.
To apply the same idea to medical decision making, would you care whether diagnostic software for medical diagnoses was accurate to within some statistically defined interval? Or would you use the software if it reduced the number of diagnostic errors that are made without unduly increasing time and resource burden? 4 Suppose you are faced not with a complex model but rather with a simple scenario: comparing 2 randomized controlled trials for a new cancer drug. Drug A compared with standard therapy increased life expectancy by 1 month at a P of 0.01; Drug B increased life expectancy by 10 years but at a P of 0.06. Does satisfying statistical criteria really affect which drug you should choose?
A prediction model by itself has no inherent value-a prediction model is only useful when it improves a specific decision, and in that case, it is the overall value that the model-based decision brings that is important to understand.
Few model users would base decisions regarding models on whether the validation procedure used was based on Bayesian evidence synthesis, 2 Pareto frontiers, 3 minimizing a least difference parameter, or the ''eyeball method.'' Comparing these methods is extremely important to the state of science to identify and codify methods of validating models that are robust, rigorous, and reproducible. But all of these approaches are rooted in statistics, whereas arbitrating among these approaches is not something that can be accomplished in a statistical domain. Rather, arbitrating among these methods can only be addressed within a decision analytic domain, by asking which method yields the greatest expected value under a plausible distribution of uses.
Validation needs to be supplemented by efforts to describe whether the model improves decisions compared with decisions that would have been made without exposure to the model, along with a comparison of which predictions lead to decisions that yield the greatest expected value. Of course, one might argue that any model with informative ''signal'' (and, certainly, which has passed a validation test against an external criterion) will narrow one's posterior probability distribution regarding events of interest, offer greater certitude compared with no model, and consequently improve prediction. However, models need to accommodate users who are not expert in Bayesian methods and who may substitute the model's predictions for their own rather than combining them ''in the field'' in a correctly specified Bayesian manner.
Clearly, validating models is necessary for the simple reason that predictive models should be able to predict what they model. Validation asks a question that is compelling, satisfying, and vital to the art of modeling. However, it is different from the question that is most important for model users.
